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Abstract 

     This thesis provides robust argumentation via syllogisms so as to deny the 

argument that the distinction between finiteness and non-finiteness does not exist in 

Mandarin Chinese; on the contrary, to defend the proposition that this finite vs. 

non-finite distinction does exist in Taiwan Mandarin. In virtue of the universality of 

the category tense, the finite vs. non-finite distinction, morphologically manifested in 

synthetic languages, is taken for granted. Opaque as it is in Taiwan Mandarin, there 

still exist other ways for distinction, such as constraints on syntactic categories and 

operations. Furthermore, we re-classify verbs subcategorizing sentential complements 

into three types—finite-complement verb (FC verb), non-finite-complement verb (NC 

verb), dual-listing verb (DL verb). FC verbs can subcategorize not only finite clauses 

with overt subjects, but also those with covert counterparts left after pro-drop 

processes, while NC verbs can only subcategorize non-finite clauses as sentential 

complement. As for DL verbs, a neonatal one extracted from the so-called 

persuade-type verbs in the literature, has the capability of subcategorizing dual 

sentential complements, namely, finite clauses and non-finite clauses. When DL verbs 

subcategorize finite clauses as complement, two conditions must be satisfied to ensure 
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the grammaticality. They are the presence of modals and the presence of overt 

subjects. The former is a necessary condition; the latter is a sufficient condition. 

Moreover, the presence of embedded overt subjects hinges on the presence of proper 

buffers between main predicates and embedded overt subjects. In LFG’s framework, 

the reason for the presence of modals being the necessary condition is that DL verbs 

require their sentential complements to have the value IRREALIS, which is denoted 

by modals obviously. On account of the tenable criteria mentioned in this thesis, we 

assert with confidence that this finite vs. non-finite distinction does exist in Taiwan 

Mandarin and that this distinction is considered universal.  


